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In April 2010, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) began fining airlines for keeping passengers aboard a grounded plane during lengthy delays. Airlines responded by more frequently cancelling their flights to avoid the fines. In 2011, the FAA began switching air navigation from radar to global-positioning satellite (GPS) technology, known as the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen), in order to better accommodate United States (U.S.) air traffic and reduce flight cancellations. However, significant flight cancellation reductions can only occur when NextGen is implemented throughout the U.S. aviation system. While NextGen was originally scheduled to be fully implemented by 2025, delays in individual airport plan development and in FAA approval of plans mean that the benefits of reduced cancellations may also be postponed. NextGen rollout can be improved by Congress and the FAA by mandating plan approval timelines, organizing a best practices forum for airports to use when creating individual NextGen plans, and denying federal funding opportunities to airports that do not develop individual plans in a timely manner. Close Congressional and FAA monitoring of these new measures will help to determine whether further policy changes beyond these recommendations will be needed in the future.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 50 years, the number of air passengers on flights originating in the United States (U.S.) increased eightfold, from around 100 million in 1963 to over 800 million in 2013.¹ Air passengers and the airline industry depend on safe, reliable, and efficient air travel to get to their business or leisure destinations and to continue to stay in business, respectively. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) passenger and plane screenings and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rules regarding flight crew work-hour limits and on-board conditions during tarmac delays, including mandating that passengers have access to water and lavatories during on-board delays, have improved passenger safety and comfort.² Still, an increasing number of flight

cancellations since 2010 jeopardize air travel efficiency and reliability.

This article will provide a brief history of the growing cancellation problem, followed by a discussion of past attempts to address the issue through the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen). It will also provide a series of policy recommendations and proposals outlining potential solutions and an evaluation framework to assess subsequent NextGen implementation efforts.

CAUSAL STORY OF GROWING FLIGHT CANCELLATIONS

In January 2008, bad weather left passengers aboard a Delta flight from Atlanta to West Palm Beach waiting on the tarmac for 10 hours. The crew would not give the passengers any food or water and refused to adjust temperatures on-board. Passengers were given conflicting information about the wait time and the anticipated takeoff time. This incident was not an isolated one; during 2009, 868 flights originating in the U.S. sat on the tarmac with passengers on-board for more than three hours for domestic flights and for more than four hours for international flights.

Frequent reports of lengthy delays and poor on-board conditions led the FAA to intervene in 2009, enacting a rule that restricted the time airlines could keep passengers waiting on a closed aircraft. The rule went into effect in April 2010 and limited tarmac delays to three hours for domestic flights and four hours for international flights. The rule created a strong disincentive to delay flights; airlines that exceeded those limits must pay the FAA $27,500 in fines per passenger.

The FAA’s tarmac rule was well-intentioned but inadvertently led to an increase in flight cancellations. Just one year into the change, airlines were 24 percent more likely to cancel a flight before it left the gate and three times more likely to cancel a flight that was on the tarmac for between two hours and three hours. The tarmac rule did cut on-board delays, reducing tarmac delays between two and three hours by 40 percent and nearly eliminating all tarmac delays over three hours, but the inadvertent increase in cancellations resulted in a rising number of stranded customers who were often unable to get rebooked for 17 hours. Within a year of the tarmac rule’s implementation, the national nature of the growing cancellation problem caught the attention of a concerned FAA and Congress.
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REDDING INCREASED CANCELLATIONS: IMPLEMENTATION ATTEMPTS

Since April 2010, few policy remedies to address the rule’s unintentional impact of rising cancellations have been considered or employed. In September 2011, the United States Government Accountability Office (U.S. GAO) report found considerable problems with cancellation increases following the tarmac rule. Policymakers were left with the following options: removing the tarmac fines and, therefore, running the risk of reverting back to increased instances of delays; expanding aviation infrastructure so that airports could handle increased traffic; imposing a fine for flight cancellations; or implementing a new air navigation system that could improve the flow of air traffic so that fewer delays, and thus fewer cancellations, would occur. Ultimately, the FAA chose to address the increase in cancellations by moving from radar to more precise global-positioning satellite (GPS) air navigation.

When planes and air traffic control towers both use GPS, planes can be more accurately tracked so that more planes can safely fly in limited air space. As a result, flight delays are fewer and shorter, planes use less jet fuel, and flight cancellations are reduced. It is important to note that benefits can only occur when GPS navigation is used throughout the U.S.’s interconnected aviation system.

The FAA first explored the possibility of transitioning commercial aviation from radar navigation to more precise GPS navigation in the 1980s, but the commercial technology did not exist at that time. The FAA began testing GPS navigation, known as NextGen, in airplanes and air traffic control towers in Seattle, Houston and the Washington, D.C. area in 2004. In 2011, the problem of rising cancellations pushed the FAA to move from NextGen testing to nationwide implementation. The FAA set 2025 as the deadline for complete national implementation. Less than a year later, Congress formally supported this goal with implementation guidance and appropriations through the passage of S. 223/H.R. 658, the FAA Air Modernization and Safety Improvement Act.

Implementing NextGen at airports is much more difficult than equipping planes and air traffic control towers with GPS technology. Each individual airport must create new flight patterns and remove physical obstructions that may interfere with those new GPS-oriented patterns. Once an airport creates an individualized plan, the FAA must review the plan to ensure it meets aviation safety standards. There are 5,170 public airports in the U.S., with over 500 offering major commercial airline service. Since
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2011, the FAA has approved few individualized NextGen implementation plans; only
35 major airports and 9 smaller airports have been able to implement FAA-approved plans.\textsuperscript{18}

Individual airports, especially smaller airports, may not have the resources or the experience necessary to create acceptable NextGen plans. Because of this, the FAA has received few plans to review. However, for airports that do develop a plan, the FAA is slow to approve the plan or provide feedback for plan improvements. While the full implementation of NextGen by 2025 was originally expected to cost the FAA and airports $40 billion, delays throughout the implementation process are expected to drive up costs and push back national implementation.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{PO\textsuperscript{I}LY RE\textsuperscript{C}OMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING NEXTGEN ROLL\textsuperscript{O}UT}

Evaluations of NextGen offer valuable insight for putting NextGen back on track for a timelier and more cost-effective implementation process. Airport officials at the front lines of implementation across the country are finding that the FAA is not adequately assisting airports develop tailored NextGen flight patterns.\textsuperscript{20} Once airports create their plans, the FAA is taking longer than anticipated to approve the plans, thus further delaying full NextGen implementation.

In order to more quickly mitigate the tarmac rule’s inadvertent impact of increased cancellations, the NextGen rollout needs to occur more quickly. Viable policy solutions to accelerate NextGen implementation must be developed within the context of the limited availability of federal funding. Rather than mandate a shorter implementation timeline, the recommendations detailed below attempt to address the roots of NextGen implementation delays. Policy recommendations include that the FAA respond to submitted NextGen plans within 90 days, that the FAA creates a NextGen best practices forum so that airports from across the country can get better assistance when developing NextGen plans, and that airports become ineligible for federal aviation grants if they do not submit implementation plans to the FAA two years after the launch of the best practices forum.

\textit{Recommendation I: Mandatory 90-Day NextGen Plan Review by the FAA}

Airports, especially smaller airports, complain that the FAA’s approval of individual NextGen implementation plans is taking too long. Without an approved plan, airports cannot begin to implement and benefit from NextGen. Once an airport submits its plan, there is currently no deadline by which the FAA must respond with an approval or feedback for plan improvement. The FAA has taken over a year to provide feedback on some plans.\textsuperscript{21} To remedy this problem, Congress should pass legislation
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mandating that the FAA respond to airports within 90 days of when an airport submits its NextGen implementation plan.

Responding within 90 days does not mean that the FAA must approve unacceptable; safety must continue to be at the center of the NextGen plan approval process. Within 90 days, the FAA must either approve plans that are clearly acceptable or return substandard plans along with FAA feedback. Resubmitted plans should be reviewed within 90 days as well.

In order to ensure that the FAA adheres to the 90-day timeline, submitted NextGen plans should be clearly assigned to individual employees or teams of employees within the FAA. Adherence to the timeframe should carry weight in FAA annual employee evaluations. Public Congressional hearings scrutinizing FAA compliance could put additional pressure on the FAA to follow the 90-day timeline. If the timeline is mandated by Congressional legislation, Congress could threaten the FAA with funding cuts for noncompliance.

**Strengths:** The 90-day mandate ensures that airports will get timely feedback but provides for enough time that the FAA should have the necessary administrative capacity to meet the deadline. The consequences for the FAA and its employees if they do not follow the 90-day timeframe are clear and strong enough to provide incentive to comply. This change in FAA review procedures could be quickly implemented following Congressional passage.

**Weaknesses:** This change in policy mandates faster feedback but not necessarily quality feedback. FAA bureaucrats looking to comply with the 90-day mandate may feel pressure to review a greater quantity of plans more quickly rather than provide helpful feedback that airports could use to revise their NextGen implementation plans. Periodic airport surveys of the helpfulness of FAA feedback could help to ensure quality FAA reviews.


In order to accommodate additional NextGen air traffic, airports may need to change takeoff and landing patterns, remap taxi patterns, and remove physical barriers. Airports, especially small ones, may not have the capacity or the expertise to develop acceptable individualized NextGen implementation plans, and the FAA has not been helpful in providing guidance. A best practices forum is a policy tool designed to provide airports with the information they need to develop an acceptable implementation plan; such a policy requires minimal FAA involvement.

A best practices forum for NextGen implementation would give airports nationwide the opportunity to learn from each other in order to develop better individualized implementation plans more quickly. While each airport will have its own unique set of planning challenges to address, a best practices forum will allow airport representatives to get feedback from other airports and discover how other
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airports addressed similar obstacles in their plans. The 44 airports that are already implementing their FAA-approved NextGen plans will likely want to participate in the forum so that nationwide implementation, and its associated benefits, can occur more quickly.

In order to ensure that NextGen planning remains secure, the FAA would need to develop a protected website for the forum and verify all requests for forum accounts. The FAA should establish some initial best practices on the website, perhaps some drafted with the help of the 44 airports with approved plans and U.S. airlines that have experience with NextGen navigation. The site should allow airports to post their own NextGen questions and advice for other airports to see and should include a national airport directory so that airports can contact each other more directly.

**Strengths:** While airports in one region may compete for business, most airports are in unique locations. Airports will likely want to help each other in order to advance national NextGen implementation. Providing information digitally is an administratively simple and cost-effective way for the FAA to help airports develop adequate NextGen plans more quickly.

**Weaknesses:** If airports that have successfully implemented NextGen do not participate in the forum, the forum may become a less helpful resource. Additionally, if the forum is not a secure site, the digital forum could lead to a breach in U.S. aviation security. The FAA could encourage airports to participate by developing grants for which only forum participants are eligible.

*Recommendation III: Deny Federal Aviation Grants to Airports That Fail to Develop an Initial Implementation Plan Two Years After Best Practices Forum Launch*

While slow FAA review of submitted NextGen plans is a major reason behind the sluggish nationwide NextGen rollout, airports failing to develop individualized NextGen plans equally delay national NextGen implementation. If airports do not submit an initial NextGen implementation plan to the FAA two years after the launch of the best practices forum, those airports should be ineligible for federal funding through the FAA’s Airport Improvement Plan (AIP) grant program. The FAA selects which airports receive AIP grants. The FAA could create a new rule that prevents them from selecting airports that did not develop and submit an initial implementation plan within two years of the forum’s launch. Only when an airport submitted a plan would the airport’s AIP grant eligibility be restored.

Smaller airports, those likely to have less experience implementing NextGen technology and likely to delay submitting a plan, are more dependent on federal funds than larger airports. If a smaller airport’s construction project is selected for an AIP grant by the FAA, federal funds will cover 90 to 95 percent of the project’s costs.23 With a significant funding source on the line, airports may take more seriously the best practices forum as a resource to develop their plans.
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**Strengths:** The threat of losing eligibility for federal funds creates a strong incentive for airports to develop their individual plans and participate in the best practices forum. This measure is a low-cost policy tool for effectively speeding up NextGen implementation.

**Weaknesses:** In order to qualify for federal grants, airports could hastily submit substandard plans that ultimately create more work for the FAA. The FAA can help airports develop comprehensive NextGen plans initially by providing airports with a checklist of required plan elements; only airports that address all of the FAA-required elements in their NextGen plan will be eligible for federal grants. Developing quality plans, even with FAA guidance, could be especially difficult for regional airports that have smaller budgets and fewer personnel than major airports. Additionally, once this new FAA rule goes into effect, airports that lose AIP grant eligibility and the members of Congress who represent them are likely to strongly push for a repeal of the measure.24

When implemented together, these three policy recommendations have the potential to keep NextGen implementation on its original timeline and budget so that flight cancellations can more quickly be reduced nationwide. In order to determine whether these policies are effective in improving the national rollout of NextGen and reducing flight cancellations or if additional measures are needed to improve NextGen implementation, the U.S. House and Senate transportation committees and the FAA must establish an evaluation strategy.

**Evaluating NextGen Implementation Improvement Measures**

Feedback from the FAA and individual airports will help to provide a ground-level view of the new policies’ implementation.25 Evaluations conducted by the U.S. GAO and think-tanks will help to provide the FAA and Congressional committees with valuable third-party insight. A mix of quantitative and qualitative assessments of airport plan development, FAA plan reviews, and flight cancellations before and after the policy changes will be helpful to the House and Senate transportation committees and the FAA in determining whether the three recommendations helped to sufficiently improve NextGen implementation. In order to best monitor the impact of the three NextGen policy changes on the speed of NextGen’s rollout and on flight cancellation trends, Congress should review NextGen evaluations by the FAA, the U.S. GAO, and think-tanks. Congress and the FAA should request surveys of U.S. airports, and House and Senate transportation committees should hold public hearings on NextGen progress and flight cancellation trends before and after the policy changes.

**FAA, U.S. GAO, and Think-Tank Evaluations:** Since the FAA will be in charge of implementing the new NextGen policy changes, House and Senate transportation committees should request reports from the FAA regarding the number of airport plans the FAA processed, the number of plans the FAA approved, plan turnaround times, and
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flight cancellation trends before and after the policy changes. Since the FAA is biased towards showing NextGen success, Congress should also request an independent U.S. GAO report and consult think-tank reports on NextGen implementation before and after the three new policies. Currently, think-tank evaluations of NextGen implementation are nearly nonexistent; however, as NextGen implementation progresses, more think-tank assessments are likely to develop. Congressional committees and the FAA should consult these third-party assessments in the future.

**Airport Surveys:** NextGen implementation has been slow thus far because airports are not getting help creating implementation plans and the FAA is not quickly reviewing submitted plans. Surveying airports on the ease of implementation plan creation, approval, and execution before and after the changes in FAA procedures and the launch of the best practices forum will provide valuable insight for Congress and the FAA. Surveys requested by the FAA and Congress should ideally be conducted by the impartial U.S. GAO.

**Congressional Hearings:** Beyond evaluations and surveys, Congress should monitor the success of NextGen implementation before and after the policy changes, whether those changes are brought about by legislation or an FAA rule, through public hearings. Hearings should include witnesses from the FAA, airports, and airlines. While hearings are less in-depth than reports, public hearings will allow House and Senate transportation committee members to ask for clarification on NextGen implementation progress and flight cancellation trends.

Since Congress and the FAA depend on the feedback of other organizations in order to determine the effectiveness of the three policy changes, Congress and FAA needs to keep two things in mind when processing reports, airport surveys, and witness testimony. First, NextGen decision-makers should be sure to acknowledge all evaluation biases. Even with quantitative reports, statistics can be presented in ways that serve the interests of the report’s author or sponsor. Bias is nearly unavoidable for most actors but must be acknowledged in order for policymakers to make informed NextGen decisions going forward.26

Secondly, policymakers should remember not to confuse policy output success with policy outcome success.27 Even if airports report in surveys that the forum makes them feel more included as stakeholders in the NextGen process or if the FAA reports that it is able to follow the 90-day review mandate strictly, these policy outputs need to lead to the policy outcome of reduced flight cancellations. If those policy outputs do not ultimately lead to significant flight cancellation reductions, additional NextGen implementation tweaking will be necessary.

**Conclusion**

The FAA’s April 2010 tarmac rule was a necessary measure to protect passengers from excessive on-board delays; however, the rule inadvertently increased flight cancellations. While GPS flight-navigation technology was not originally developed


and tested as a remedy for the inadvertent impacts of the tarmac rule, the FAA approved the start of nationwide NextGen implementation in 2011 in part to address the recent rise in flight cancellations.

Problems with NextGen implementation mean that the program is currently not on track to deliver its intended benefits of significantly reduced flight cancellations by 2025. Congress and the FAA have the power to promote better and quicker implementation by mandating speedier FAA review of NextGen plans, creating a NextGen best practices forum for airports, and requiring airports to submit individual implementation plans within two years of the forum’s opening in order to be eligible for federal grants.

In order to determine whether these reforms actually improve the NextGen implementation process and reduce flight cancellations, Congress and the FAA must closely monitor cancellation statistics and examine trends in NextGen implementation plan development and approvals. Nationwide NextGen progress can best be assessed through FAA, U.S. GAO, and think-tank reports, airport surveys, and public Congressional hearings. While think-tank evaluations of NextGen have been limited, as implementation continues, perhaps more evaluations will surface to provide valuable third-party insight. As long as report biases, strengths, and weaknesses are acknowledged by policymakers, considering a more diverse set of program evaluations will contribute to more informed efforts to reduce flight cancellations in the future.
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